9.00 - 9.05  
Welcome & platform tour  
EUFIC

9.05 - 9.25  
Strength2Food: key results, recommendations and impacts  
UNEW

9.25 - 10.00  
Research insights  
Live presentation, followed by Q&A with audience  
- Public Sector Food Procurement - UNED & ZAG  
- Short Food Supply Chains - HiOA & SGGW  
- Food Quality Schemes - UNIPR, INRA, UBO

10.00 – 11.00  
Networking/Expo  
Attendees are able to navigate freely  
Tools and resources  
- Meal analyser tool - IMPMENT  
- Menu and procurement tool - EUTA  
- LM3 - IMPMENT  
- Food sustainability indicators - INRA  
- MOOC - TOP CLASS  
- Educational resources - Barilla & UNIPR  
- Ethnographic field gallery - HIOA  

Demonstration pilot actions  
- Improving school food procurement strategies in Serbia - EUTA & BEL  
- Improving children eating habits via school gardens in Croatia - ZAG  
- Mainstreaming local food supply chains - KONZUM  
- Improving food quality schemes sales in Poland - IJHARS  
- Stimulating short food supply chains for locally landed seafood - FOOD NATION  
- Stimulating local farmer cooperation for school meals procurement in Serbia - EUTA  
- A pilot case study for fresh fruit supply - BEL  
- Co-operative labelling of high value added food for local and regional market - ECO SEN  
- Stimulating farmers’ markets - COLDIRETTI

11.00 – 11.30  
Organised sessions  
Interactive discussions on selected themes, methodology insights, and H2020 knowledge-exchange  
- H2020 shared learning and innovative solutions for improving short food supply chains - UNEW  
- Delphi tool - AUTH  
- Ethnographic research - HIQA  
- Data improvements for sustainable GIs - UNIPR  
- Impact of EU food quality schemes: taking stock and looking ahead - WU

11.30 – 12.20  
Future Policy and Research Directions: Panel discussion  
FAO & AREPO  
Voting poll & results on agreed priorities

12.20 – 12.40  
Looking ahead: policy agenda and priorities  
European Commission

12.40 – 12.45  
Final wrap-up  
UNEW & EUFIC  
Networking opportunities available on the platform

Final conference agenda  
Thu 20th May 2021 • Register here
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